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Overview
benchmark for recycling. As a corollary to the
commitment to the quality of standards, the
company has already been accredited with ISO
9001:2008 certificate.

SUNLAND is a closed loop secondary metal
recycling and reprocessing enterprise located in
Silvassa, the capital town of the Union Territory of
Dadra and Nagar Haveli. Since its inception, the
company has been pursuing an ambitious
exponential growth strategy, which is reflected in
their profitable sales, new product lines,
geographical position changes and large investment
in new technologies that support R&D efforts.
Many years into business of metal has
metamorphosed Sunland into a highly sophisticated
business organization. With strategic affiliations,
worldwide procurement network, strong marketing
position and a complete range of in-house
operations, the company reflects metallurgical
cleverness and reaffirms their commitment to be the

SUNLAND every year procures from international
markets over 30,000 metric tons of obsolete scrap
and other recyclable materials. After processing
these scraps and blending the recovered and / or
recuperated metals having positive attributes with
primary metal that adheres to the defined set of
alloying procedures, the company produces a wide
range of generic and specification alloys of
Aluminium ingots.
In 2006, the company implemented labor and
energy efficiency improvement programs and their
restructuring measures started generating results favorable profit development and strong balance
sheet.
The company has really put a strong foundation on
which they can base a sustainable long term
growth, leverage opportunities and manage the
challenges that will arise in the regional market.

Business Model
The company's business model embraces
Sustainable Development (SD) in a positive
and financially rewarding context and triple
bottom-line (Economic, Environment and
Social) as a means to long-term success. All
the opportunities the company is currently
involved in add all the benefits associated
with energy efficiency, leading edge
technologies and best business practices.

Integrated Facility

Strengths

Unlike many secondary metal reprocessing centers in


Ideal location with the property nestled in a

which various aspects of operation have been subsumed
into disparate units for a variety of reasons, almost all the
test points and production points are together in one
place. This integration allows the company to produce
and deliver high quality alloy ingots consistently, cost
effectively and on schedule.

premiere industrial park

Fully integrated capabilities and hauling to

metal recycling and alloy ingoting

Centralized waste treatment facility,

dedicated power supply, tight security
system and excellent infrastructure

Connected sequence management within

whole working process from procurement
to production

Significant capital investments in the

technical and operational resources to
recycle metal scrap in a safe,
environmentally and ergonomically sound
and globally competitive manner

Marketing positioning that gives the

company an edge in re-sourcing, be it
through international markets or strategic
alliances

Simple

Engineering

Doing the simple thing right is part of the company's
philosophy. With compact, simple design to maximize
productivity, backed up with experienced and dedicated
production team, the company's purpose-built machinery
should be able to do its job with smart, simple engineering,
not relying on complex electronic controls. A scrap yard is
no environment for sensible instrumentation.


Optimized operating efficiencies buttressed

by Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) to
deliver high end performance and
reassuring reliability

Rigid quality checks at various production

levels

Fool-proof procedures to protect

confidential information, satisfy traceability
requirements and ensure accountability

Challenges and Opportunities

The company faces the challenge of increasing
the productivity and improving the method of
alloy ingoting for new markets and applications
while maintaining current markets. To meet
this challenge, the company plans to
implement programs to improve their
production methods, operating efficiencies,
more finite, real-time control and real-time
feedback about process status to correct
variations before they become final defects.
By 2015, the company will

Adopt new tools and techniques to improve

process efficiency

Reduce manufacturing lead-times and build

better products with less cost and energy

Practice clean and efficient process to lessen

waste generated

Send a query and discover


Identify all opportunities to reduce the

how competitive Sunland is,

number of process steps, develop advanced
alloying operations and implement
advanced information and control
technology

even quality wise!
Sunland Alloys


Institute collaborative research partnerships

A 49/1, Wazirpur Industrial Area

which bring together the company and
academia

Delhi 110 052. INDIA.


Expand into new market segments such as

Tel: +91-11-23523263 / 23535075

transportation, aerospace, defence,
construction and instrumentation

Fax: +91-11-23535076
E-mail: info@sunland.co.in


Achieve targeted outreach for both current

and potential customers
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